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Fourth, in late March and early April 1865 the Confederate secret services, having
abandoned abduction plans, plotted to kill Lincoln (and hopefully his entire Cabinet)
by exploding a mine near the White House. This plot to assassinate Lincoln had been
personally approved by Jefferson Davis and other top Confederate leaders. The plan
failed because the explosives expert from a secret service, the Confederate War
Department’s Torpedo Bureau (at that time mines were called torpedoes), who had
been detailed to detonate the mine, was, while being escorted to Washington, D.C. by
Confederate cavalry, unexpectedly captured by Union cavalry on April 10 a mere 15
miles from the District.
In fairness to Jefferson Davis and the other Confederate leaders, it must be noted that
the Confederacy’s plots to abduct or kill Lincoln originated only after an incident in
March 1864 in which Confederate soldiers found concealed papers on the body of a
Union cavalry officer, Col. Ulric Dahlgren, who had been killed in combat while
leading an unsuccessful raid on Richmond. Those papers strongly suggested that the
Union raiders had intended to kill Davis and the members of his cabinet, and to burn
down Richmond. The Confederate government published the papers and they were
widely distributed in America and Europe. In the resulting uproar Southern
newspapers blasted Lincoln and Union leaders as depraved murderers and ferocious
criminals and demanded that they be held personally accountable; the Richmond
Examiner, for example,“insist[ed] upon the most scrupulous carrying out of retaliation
for murders, robberies, and other outrages, with the most punctual exactitude.” There
were indignant howls of execration about this “diabolical plot” that had been devised
by “a devilish foe,” and editorials openly advocated Lincoln’s assassination.
Jefferson Davis and his top officials were convinced, not without reason, that the
Dahlgren papers proved that Lincoln had personally approved the murder of the
Confederate leadership and the destruction of the Confederate capital, and within
weeks of the discovery of the Dahlgren papers the Confederate plot to abduct Lincoln
was afoot; and when that plot failed the scheme to blow up Lincoln came into
existence. The contents of the Dahlgren papers make it perfectly understandable why
Davis and Confederate leaders were now willing to sign on to covert actions against
Lincoln. “If Davis ... believed Lincoln had contemplated Davis’ capture or death,”

William Hanchett has cogently asked, “why should Davis not have contemplated
Lincoln’s?” The old view that assassination by either the North or the South was
unthinkable because assassinations contravened binding moral standards for the
gentlemen of the times stands thoroughly disproved.
Fifth, John Wilkes Booth was a Confederate secret services operative. That Booth was
probably a Confederate spy has long been strongly suspected. His sister Asia Booth
Clarke in her memoir The Unlocked Book, written before 1875 but not published until
1938, mentioned some of John Wilkes Booth’s clandestine activities for the
Confederacy and even described him as “a spy, a blockade-runner, a rebel!” It has
also been long known that on various occasions during the Civil War Booth had
suspicious secret meetings with Confederate secret services operatives in hotels in the
North and in Canada, and that Booth emerged from these meetings with sums of
money. There is now such a wealth of information confirming Booth’s status as an
operative for Confederate secret services that we may with complete confidence
accept the assertion, made by two respectable scholars in 1998, that “Booth was
definitely an agent ... working with confirmed intelligence agents.”
Sixth, on his escape route through Maryland and Virginia, John Wilkes Booth
traveled along the path of an underground Confederate spy network which was used
to secretly transport persons and goods to and from the Confederacy, and as he
moved along this route Booth received assistance from members of the clandestine
organization operating the network. “If it had not been for key members of the
Confederate underground,” Edward Steers, Jr., writes, “Booth would never have made
his way as far as he did for as long as he did.” Previously, it had been thought that
Booth’s escape route had been randomly chosen, and that the persons who helped
Booth along that route were unrelated individuals whose assistance was coincidental.
Everyone agrees that a conspiracy was behind the Lincoln assassination. The
question is the scope of the conspiracy. The old view–that the conspiracy consisted
(in the words of Edward Steers, Jr.) of only “Booth ... and a gang of semi-intelligent
miscreants”–is fading. The trend of thought now is in the direction of the Confederate
Grand Conspiracy theory, but nonetheless there is no proof that Jefferson Davis or the
Confederate government were involved in the shooting at Ford’s Theater; and there
are many reasons for believing they were not so involved. However, the man who
shot Lincoln was a Confederate spy who only a month previously had masterminded a
scheme to abduct Lincoln, a scheme which obviously might lead to death or serious
injury for Lincoln if he resisted or tried to escape. At least three of Booth’s sidekicks,
Lewis Powell, Samuel Mudd, and John Surratt, were engaged in Confederate
clandestine operations. After the assassination Confederate clandestine operators
assisted Booth as he tried to escape.

Furthermore, only two weeks before Lincoln’s murder Jefferson Davis had approved a
plot to kill Lincoln with a bomb, and the Union did not succeed in putting the
operation out of action until April 10, only four days before the assassination in
Ford’s Theatre; although he was not involved in that particular operation, Booth
almost certainly knew of the bomb plan; in what was surely no coincidence, Booth
began planning to shoot Lincoln on April 12, the day after a newspaper account
revealed the capture of the Confederate agent who was supposed to detonate the bomb
at the White House; and Booth’s plan, under which, in addition to Lincoln, the vice
president and the secretary of state were to be murdered, seems intended to cause the
same type of damage and havoc a White House bomb explosion would have caused.
There probably never was a Confederate Grand Conspiracy to murder Lincoln by
shooting him at Ford’s Theatre. However, until it was quashed four days before
Lincoln was shot, there was a Confederate Grand Conspiracy to murder Lincoln with
a bomb. Before that, there was a Confederate Grand Conspiracy to forcibly abduct
Lincoln and carry him a long distance as a prisoner.
In light of all this, the Simple Conspiracy theory would appear to be on its deathbed,
and a modified form of the Confederate Grand Conspiracy theory seems destined to
be the new consensus. Old assumptions about the Lincoln assassination are being
questioned, and there are new insights into the assassination.
Whatever variant of the Confederate Grand Conspiracy theory becomes the new
paradigm, it was still John Wilkes Booth who shot Lincoln. But we must never forget
that it was racism, America’s greatest and most tragic flaw, that pulled the trigger. In
the words of Edward Steers, Jr.:
“The underpinning of the plot to assassinate Lincoln
was the institution of slavery. ...
“The underlying motive that caused the
Southern leadership and men like John Wilkes
Booth to risk all in their effort to ‘get’ Lincoln was a common
belief that slavery was an essential part of the cultural and
economic success of the United States. Booth was a White
supremacist. Those who joined with him in his plot to remove
Lincoln were also White supremacists whose greatest fear
was the emancipation of the Black man. Abraham Lincoln
was the architect of those emancipation policies.
“... Abraham Lincoln was murdered for trying to extend
civil liberties to his fellow citizens.”
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